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Abstract: Current CubeSats usually exhibit a low structural mass efficiency and a low internal volume
for their payloads. The present work aims to propose an advanced structural architecture for CubeSats
that addresses the issues of low structural mass efficiency and payload volume. The starting concept
is the smart tiles architecture for satellites developed for the ARAMIS (an Italian acronym for a highly
modular architecture for satellite infrastructures) CubeSat project. By introducing multifunctional
structures and lightweight, composite materials in the design of smart tiles, the volumetric and
structural mass efficiency of the entire CubeSat are enhanced. The advantages of the chosen approach
are preliminarily analyzed in terms of the volumetric efficiency and amplitude of the payload design
space. A 1U battery tile design is then selected to investigate the multifunctional structures design
aspects in the project of space structures. A battery tile prototype is designed, produced, and tested.
The CubeSat volumetric increment and the payload volume gain with respect to the traditional
architecture is shown to reach a maximum of 37%. The CubeSat structural mass ratio can be reduced
to 16.7%.

Keywords: CubeSat; multifunctional structures; structural dynamics

1. Introduction

CubeSats are becoming increasingly popular in the landscape of recent space mis-
sions [1]. The main CubeSat form factors are the 1U, a cube whose side length is 10 cm [2]
(app. B); the 3U, a stack of three 1Us [2] (app. B); and the 6U, composed of two 3Us
assembled side by side [3] (app. B). A growing tendency to adopt multiple form factors,
mainly 3U and 6U, can be noticed [1]. This can be due to the increasing complexity of
CubeSat missions, that are mostly operated by companies and universities [1]. This recent
trend to increase the spacecraft size goes against the original intentions of the CubeSat
project [4], increasing the spacecraft mass and volume. This in turn may lead to higher
launch costs [5] (p. 13757) and to more limited piggyback launch possibilities.

The early CubeSats architecture is described by Professors Puig-Suari and Twiggs [4]
(p. 7):

“The basic design of the satellite is comprised of a cube structure with a stack of
circuit boards inside. Each face of the satellite will be covered with solar cells.
The center of the satellite will have two rechargeable batteries. The batteries split
the functions of the satellite into two parts. One half of the satellite contains the
satellite computer, communications electronics, and attitude control system. The
other half is available for a payload.”

This traditional architecture is still widely used today [6]. The improvement of this tra-
ditional architecture, aimed at minimizing the structural mass ratio, was recommended [7]
(p. 4). Lightweight space structures have been widely researched [8] and it has been shown
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that the use of composite fiber-reinforced polymers (CFRPs) can reduce the 1U primary
structure mass to 104.5 g [9] (p. 9).

One possible approach to optimize the spacecraft volume and mass is to adopt mul-
tifunctional structures, which integrate spacecraft bus functions in the CubeSat primary
or secondary structure. Multifunctional structures are already researched in automotive,
aeronautical and marine applications [10,11] at various levels of structural integration [12]
(pp. 3–4). This design approach looks promising, since it has been shown that the op-
timization of spacecraft geometric parameters may lead to significant improvements in
accomplishing the mission objectives [13]. Nevertheless, the integration of the spacecraft
bus subsystems in the primary structure may represent a challenging task, due to the
required miniaturization, leading to technological issues, and to the conflict between the
structure and the bus subsystems requirements, for example, at the mechanical, thermal,
and electromagnetic compatibility levels.

The multifunctional structures design approach integrates well and further develops
the ARAMIS satellite design philosophy [14]. The objective of the ARAMIS project is
to design and produce a set of modular “smart tiles” that form the spacecraft bus. The
tiles form the secondary structure of the spacecraft, i.e., the external faces of the 1U cube.
They are designed to be interchangeable to reduce the design, assembly, and testing
time and costs. To reduce production costs, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components
are adopted.

Within this framework, the prototype of an embedded battery tile has been designed,
produced, and tested. The design of a battery tile has been chosen because batteries
are an essential component of each satellite bus electrical power system (EPS). The tile
design adopts composite fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) that are lightweight and can be
integrated into the design at a relatively low cost. To comply with the low cost requirement,
a low degree of structural integration has been chosen [12] (pp. 3–4). Commercial lithium
polymer (LiPo) batteries have been selected, rather than storing electric energy in the
structure, e.g., in the CFRP components [15].

In the present work, firstly the advantages of the described approach (smart tiles
philosophy with multifunctional composite materials) are examined in Section 2, from the
point of view of the volumetric efficiency and of the amplitude of the payload design space.
Then, the embedded battery tile design and construction are described in Section 3 and its
modal testing is described in Section 4.

2. Modular Multifunctional Approach Advantages

The present section aims to show the advantages of a modular multifunctional ap-
proach introducing composite materials. The advantages in terms of volumetric efficiency
are discussed (Section 2.1), and the advantages in terms of the amplitude of the payload
design space (Section 2.2) are presented. The proposed discussion can be extended with
mathematical details [16], although this is beyond the scope of the present paper.

2.1. The Volumetric Efficiency

The necessity of increased CubeSat volume has recently emerged in the most advanced
CubeSat space missions. For example, for the Optical Communication and Sensor Demonstra-
tion (OCSD) mission, two 1.5U CubeSats were employed, and the authors explicitly admitted
that “This is a dense spacecraft” [17] (p. 4). The need for an additional spacecraft volume for the
payload could explain the success of the 3U and other multiple form factors [1].

One possibility to save volume is to exploit the CubeSat external volume. The CubeSat
form factor mechanical requirements impose a maximum protrusion thickness of 6.5 mm
from the plane of the rails (CubeSat mechanical requirement 3.2.3 [2] (p. 9), Figure 1a). The
rails are employed during the CubeSat deployment from the launch vehicle into space [2]
(p. 7) and are usually part of the CubeSat skeleton (Figure 1b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Maximum protrusion allowed from the plane of the rails; and (b) commercial Cube-
Sat skeleton.

The smart tiles approach aims to save the internal volume by moving spacecraft bus
components to the outer volume. The saved internal volume could be used for the payload,
as is shown in the present section. The payload volume gain can be described by the bus
volumetric efficiency γ.

The total internal volume of a 1U CubeSat can be schematized with a cube whose side
length is 100 mm and is called Vint. This internal volume can be exploited to host either:

• The payload, whose subscript is “payl”;
• The spacecraft bus subsystems, whose subscripts are 1, 2, . . . , s.

In traditional CubeSat configurations, the subsystems occupy part of the internal
volume. The volumetric efficiency γi of the i-th bus system is defined as the volume gain
obtainable through the proposed smart tile solution, with respect to traditional configurations:

γi =
Vint

Vint −Vsys,i
(1)

where Vint is the remaining internal volume with the smart tiles approach and Vsys,i is the
volume of the i-th subsystem moved from the internal volume Vint to the tiles external
volume. As a consequence, Vint −Vsys,i is the remaining internal volume in the case of the
traditional approach. In general, the volume moved to the tiles can be just a portion of the
total volume of the subsystem. For simplicity, in the remainder of the section, it is assumed
that one single tile hosts one single bus subsystem. The tiles are mounted on the six sides
of the CubeSat skeleton on the external side of the spacecraft (Figure 1).

A volumetric efficiency γCS for the entire set of s bus subsystems can also be defined.
It is the volumetric efficiency of the whole CubeSat:

γCS =
Vint

Vint −∑s
i=1 Vsys,i

(2)

The maximum number of tiles for a 1U CubeSat is clearly s = 6, although an inferior
number of tiles could be adopted to allow openings in the structure, for example, to expose
the payload to the space environment or to host optical sensors.

The volumetric efficiency is always greater than 1, as given in its definition at Equation (1).
If the efficiency is only slightly greater than 1:

γi = 1 + δi, δi << 1 (3)
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where δi is called volumetric increment. The same hypothesis can be made for the CubeSat
volumetric efficiency:

γCS = 1 + δCS, δCS << 1 (4)

where δCS is the CubeSat volumetric increment. If the single efficiencies γi are all equal to
γ = 1 + δ, the expression of the CubeSat efficiency (Equation (2)) can be simplified:

γCS = 1 + δCS =
γ

s + γ (1− s)
=

1 + δ

1 + δ(1− s)
' (1 + δ)[1− δ(1− s)] ' 1 + sδ (5)

The volumetric efficiency can be evaluated for the proposed embedded battery tile,
whose CAD model is shown in Figure 2.
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hidden to show the LiPo batteries, coloured in grey. Tile side length scale: 100 mm, tile thickness
scale: 5 mm.

In the proposed design the batteries do not occupy the whole cross section of the
internal volume of the tile (Figure 2a,b), however the remaining volume among the batteries
could hardly be occupied by other bus subsystems or payload components. For this reason,
for the systems volume Vsys,i at Equation (1) the entire tile volume is considered. As a first
approximation, the thickness of the PCB that accompanies the batteries is neglected. Thus
the systems volume is:

Vsys,i = Vbatt = l2
cube tbatt (6)

where lcube = 100 mm is the side length of the internal CubeSat volume and tbatt = 4.5 mm
is the battery thickness. The tile volumetric efficiency γbatt can thus be evaluated:

γbatt =
Vint

Vint −Vbatt
=

l3
cube

l3
cube − l2

cube tbatt
=

1
1− tbatt/lcube

= 1.0471 (7)

Thus the volumetric efficiency can be approximated as γbatt = 1 + δbatt, with δbatt =
δ = 4.71%. If the same volumetric efficiency is kept for other s subsystems, the total

Figure 2. (a) Sectional view of the embedded battery tile; (b) front view of the tile with hidden
external components; (c) two embedded battery tiles mounted on the CubeSat commercial skeleton.
The tile in the foreground is complete, while for the lateral tile, the external components were hidden
to show the LiPo batteries colored in grey. Tile side length scale: 100 mm, tile thickness scale: 5 mm.

In the proposed design, the batteries do not occupy the whole cross-section of the
internal volume of the tile (Figure 2a,b); however, the remaining volume among the batteries
could hardly be occupied by other bus subsystems or payload components. For this reason,
for the systems volume Vsys,i at Equation (1), the entire tile volume is considered. As a first
approximation, the thickness of the PCB that accompanies the batteries is neglected. Thus,
the systems volume is:

Vsys,i = Vbatt = l2
cube tbatt (6)

where lcube = 100 mm is the side length of the internal CubeSat volume and tbatt = 4.5 mm
is the battery thickness. The tile volumetric efficiency γbatt can thus be evaluated:
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γbatt =
Vint

Vint −Vbatt
=

l3
cube

l3
cube − l2

cube tbatt
=

1
1− tbatt/lcube

= 1.0471 (7)

Thus, the volumetric efficiency can be approximated as γbatt = 1 + δbatt, with
δbatt = δ = 4.71%. If the same volumetric efficiency is kept for other s subsystems, the total
volumetric efficiency is γCS = 1 + s · δ (Equation (5)). Table 1 lists the possible CubeSat
volumetric efficiencies with an increasing number of smart tiles s. The total volumetric
efficiency is given as a total volumetric increment δCS = γCS − 1.

Table 1. CubeSat volumetric increments δCS for an increasing number s of tiles with δ = 4.71%.

s δCS
[-] [%]

1 4.71
2 9.89
3 15.60
4 21.94
5 29.02
6 36.97

If a constant volumetric increment of δ = 4.71% is kept for all subsystems, a remarkable
total volumetric increment of 36.97% can be reached. This value of δ seems feasible, at
least for a battery pack, since a prototype has been produced and tested, as discussed in
Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

2.2. The Amplitude of the Payload Design Space

The amplitude of the payload design space A is a function of the number of payload
configurations P through a function f . P itself is in turn a function g of the spacecraft bus
configuration:

A = f (P) = f (g(spacecraft bus configuration)) (8)

Some elementary properties of the amplitude A of the payload design space are:

1. If there is just one possible payload configuration, the amplitude of the relative design
space is zero:

A(1) = 0 (9)

According to the chosen payload design philosophy, this condition is undesired,
because there is no choice in the payload design and only one kind of space mission
can be realized;

2. f is a strictly increasing monotonic function of the number of configurations P. More
precisely, f is assumed to be piecewise linear. This is due to the fact that configurations
produced in different portions of the CubeSat volume produce different magnitudes
of increments in design space amplitude. For example, an increment in the configura-
tions produced in the internal volume of the CubeSat produces a certain increment of
the design space amplitude. If the same increment in configurations is introduced in
the tuna can volume [2] (p. 11), the relative increment in the design space amplitude
must be inferior to the increment in the CubeSat internal volume, due to the fact that
the area of the tuna can cross section is inferior to the area of the CubeSat internal
cross-section. Moreover, the tuna can have a circular cross-section, while the CubeSat
internal cross-section is square.

The possible behaviors of the design space amplitude A are shown in Figure 3, as a
function of the number of payload configurations P. The limit to the number of possible
payload configurations, Pmax, corresponds to the maximum amplitude of the payload
design space, Amax.
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Figure 3. Example of the payload design space amplitude A as a function of the number of payload
configurations P.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the smart tiles approach with respect to the amplitude
of the design space A, a simple study case is considered. The following simplifying
hypotheses, shown in Figure 4, are introduced:

1. Different locations for the bus systems are considered. In the traditional solution, they
are placed only in the internal volume of the satellite (except for small components
like solar cells), while with a full smart tiles approach, they only occupy the external
faces of the cube. Intermediate solutions are also considered, i.e., with part of the bus
occupying the internal volume (for bulky components like reaction wheels) and part
on the external faces (for thinner components like solar cells);

2. The payload is hosted in the internal volume of the CubeSat only. This happens if the
payload thickness is greater than 6.5 mm and cannot fit on the external faces (CubeSat
mechanical requirement 3.2.3, [2] (p. 9)). Usually, the external faces are dedicated to
the solar cells and to the electrical power system (EPS) and the payload is commonly
located in the inside of the spacecraft. Possible reasons leading to choose an internal
payload may be the payload delicacy or the protection from a thermal or radiation
environment;

3. The payload is composed of a set of modules with an equal, prismatic shape. The
modules section is coincident with the cross-section of the internal volume of the
CubeSat (in Figure 4, the payload modules are represented with the yellow boxes).
This configuration is common for CubeSats payloads ([18] (p. 11), [19] (p. 4), [20]
(p. 3)) and could represent a set of printed circuit boards (PCBs);

4. A set of n payload modules is available. Due to internal volume restrictions, only
h < n modules can fit in the payload bay;

5. The n payload modules are independent. This means that they can operate indepen-
dently and do not need to be connected to fulfill a single payload function.

The thickness of the payload modules tpayl is between 6.5 mm and 18 mm, while for
the bus modules, the thickness tsys is fixed to 6.5 mm. Thus, the bus modules can either be
stored in the internal volume or on the external faces. There are k smart tiles occupied by
the bus subsystems, where k varies between 0 and 6.
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Figure 4. CubeSat schematization for the study case.

From elementary combinatorics, the total number P of possible payload configura-
tions is:

P = h!
(

n
h

)
=

n!
(n− h)!

(10)

The number of possible payload configurations P must be correlated with the am-
plitude of the payload design space A, i.e., it must be decided which is the function f at
Equation (8). To respect the condition that A(1) = 0 (Equation (9)), it is assumed that
f (P) = P− 1, and thus A = P− 1:

A = P− 1 =
n!

(n− h)!
− 1 (11)

It is useful to divide the amplitude A by the total volume of the payload Vpayl . The
specific amplitude of the payload design space A∗ is thus obtained:

A∗ =
A

Vpayl
=

1
Vpayl

(
n!

(n− h)!
− 1
)

(12)

The study case considers a variable payload module thickness tpayl . For each value of
the thickness, the total number of payload modules n, from which the h < n modules are
chosen, is taken as equal to the maximum number of modules that fit in the internal volume:

n = floor

(
lcube
tpayl

)
(13)

The number of payload modules h stored in the CubeSat internal volume is computed
accounting for the volume occupied by the 6− k bus modules:

h = floor

(
lcube − tsys(6− k)

tpayl

)
(14)

The payload volume Vpayl is obtained from the number of modules h:

Vpayl = h · l2
cube · tpayl (15)

Finally, the total volume VCS of the CubeSat is evaluated adding the fixed internal
volume Vint with the volume occupied by the smart tiles Vtiles:

VCS = Vint + Vtiles = l3
cube + k l2

cube tsys (16)
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The volumetric efficiency of the CubeSat γCS is also evaluated, using its definition at
Equation (2). The equations above refer to the 1U form factor and can be easily adapted for
the other form factors.

The results for the form factors 1U, 2U, 3U, and 6U are shown in Figure 5. The figure
summarizes the advantages of the smart tiles approach applied to form factors 1U, 2U, 3U,
and 6U. Figure 5a shows the total volumetric increments as a function of the total CubeSat
volume VCS, for different numbers of tiles k. The maximum volume gain δCS = γCS − 1 for
the 1U case is 63.93% is obtained with six tiles. For the 2U, the same number of tiles leads to
a lower value of 22.41%, for the 3U an even lower value of 13.52% and for the 6U just 8.12%.
In general, the higher the internal volume of the CubeSat is, the lower the volume gain is
for a fixed number of tiles k, as shown in the box on the left in the figure (Equation (2)).

(a) (b)
Figure 5. Complete results for the 1U, 2U, 3U, and 6U cases: (a) CubeSat volumetric increment δCS as
a function of total CubeSat volume VCS and number of tiles k; (b) specific design space amplitude A∗

as a function of total CubeSat volume and payload modules thickness tpayl .

These results suggest that the maximum advantage in terms of volumetric efficiency
can be reached in the 1U case. Nevertheless, remarkable volume gains can be obtained
for the 2U, 3U, and 6U cases, but this requires major efforts. For bigger CubeSats, more
complex payloads can be carried and thus more types of tiles may be needed. In addition,
more tiles would need to be built and tested.

Figure 5b represents the specific payload design space amplitude A∗ as a function
of the total spacecraft volume VCS for various payload modules thicknesses tpayl . It can
obviously be concluded that bigger form factors have a wider payload design space.
However, it is unusual for the 6U, for example, to have payloads whose thickness is under
10 mm, and thus the design space amplitude could be more comparable with the 3U
form factor.

For smaller form factors (like 1U and 2U) it can be noticed that, although they are
disadvantaged from the payload design space amplitude side, they tend to reach significant
fractions of the maximum design space amplitude with fewer tiles. For example, in the case
of a payload thickness of 6.5 mm and three tiles, the 1U reaches 19.44% of the maximum
payload design space amplitude, while the 2U reaches just 0.02%. Significant fractions of
the maximum amplitude can be reached with a remarkably major number of tiles, with
respect to smaller form factors. An elevated number of tiles would have the disadvantages
discussed above, making the smart tiles approach less effective. This again suggests that
the smart tiles approach could be more effective with the smaller form factors, like 1U
and 2U.
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3. Embedded Battery Tile Design and Construction

The proposed smart tiles architecture has been shown to be effective from the point
of view of volumetric efficiency (Section 2.1) and of the amplitude of the payload design
space (Section 2.2).

However, an essential part of the tile development is its design and construction. In
the present section, the prototype design is analyzed (Section 3.1) and the construction of
components and the assembly procedure are described (Section 3.2).

3.1. Embedded Battery Tile Prototype Design

The proposed embedded battery tile prototype is shown in Figures 2 and 6 and de-
scends from the preliminary design work on modular multifunctional structures for Cube-
Sats [21]. The configuration is inspired to advanced sailplanes wing boxes concepts [22].
Four lithium polymer (LiPo) batteries are enclosed between two CFRP skins, as shown in
yellow and red in Figure 6a. The skins, besides contributing to the flexural and torsional
stiffness of the tile, provide containment and protection to the batteries from the external
thermal environment. The printed circuit boards (PCBs, as shown in green in Figure 6a)
provide the necessary circuitry for the electrical power system. The batteries terminals are
soldered to the inner PCB, and to allow the passage of the terminals, the inner skin has two
rectangular holes. The outer PCB is placed in the external side of the tile and hosts two
solar cells, while the inner PCB is placed on the internal side of the tile and hosts electronic
components. The tile dimensions are 97.8 × 82.2 mm2.

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Embedded battery views: (a) tile detailed exploded view, showing its components; (b) tile
exploded view with a subdivision of the tile in the outer assembly, facing space and the inner
assembly, facing the inner payload bay. Tile side length scale: 100 mm, tile thickness scale: 5 mm. The
component thicknesses are as follows: batteries—4.5 mm, PCBs—0.8 mm, skins—0.23 mm, and solar
cells—0.17 mm.

The tile is joined to a commercial skeleton (Figure 1b) with two sets of four screws.
The outer PCB and the outer skin have eight holes to allow the joining (Figures 2c and 6),
whose diameter is 3 mm. The employed set of four holes depends on which face of the
skeleton the tile is mounted on.

The design requirements are slightly different from the ones for sailplane design. The
main design requirement is the low cost requirement, typical for most CubeSat projects.
Another relevant requirement, as mentioned in Section 2.1, is the maximum protrusion
thickness of 6.5 mm (CubeSat mechanical requirement 3.2.3 [2] (p. 9)), imposed by the
CubeSat form factor. The requirements led to the following design solutions:

• Low level of structural integration. As mentioned in the introduction section, a
low level of structural integration between the energy storage components and the
structural components was selected. Functional separation is still present in the design
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at a component level, between the components that implement the energy storage
function and the components that implement the structural function. The electrical
power system components can be clearly identified and isolated from the structural
components. Nevertheless, the whole battery tile assembly performs both the energy
storage and the structural function. This is known in the literature as the first degree
of structural integration [12] (pp. 3–4). Superior degrees of integration introduce
an increasing component-level functional integration, up to the microscopic scale.
Although these degrees of integration are not applicable with a low-cost design, they
would allow a considerable mass and volume optimization. They could be considered
for a very high performance, non-low-cost solutions;

• Lithium polymer (LiPo) batteries. COTS Lithium Polymer batteries were selected
based on their energy capacity and dimensions, considering the energy capacity of
state-of-the-art CubeSats (Figure 7). The maximum protrusion of 6.5 mm was relevant
in the selection of the battery model. LiPol LP452540 batteries were selected [23], with
a nominal charge capacity of 480 mAh at 3.7 V, and thus a single battery capacity of
1.78 Wh. Four batteries were mounted on the embedded battery tile, with a total tile
capacity of 7.12 Wh. This electrical energy capacity is slightly inferior to the typical
capacity of state-of-the-art 1U CubeSats (Figure 7). However, since the smart tiles are
modular, two or more embedded battery tiles can be mounted on the skeleton. With
two battery tiles, the CubeSat capacity grows to 14.2 Wh, which is more than typical
1U satellites and comparable to the 1.5U typical capacity (14 Wh);

• Carbon fiber (CFRP) skins. Due to the aforementioned limitations on the total tile
thickness, the two CFRP skins layup consists of a single layer of 2 × 2 twill-weave-
woven carbon fabric. The layup sequence is [±45◦]. The CFRP material is a commercial
prepreg material system and belongs to the family of the Toray/Huntsman T300/LY
564 [24,25]. Standard mold forming and autoclave curing procedures were adopted
and are described below;

• Printed circuit boards (PCBs). The electrical power system circuitry is hosted on two
COTS PCBs. The thickness of the inner PCB is 0.75 mm and the thickness of the outer
PCB is 0.44 mm. From a structural point of view, the boards can be modeled as plates
composed of continuous layers of copper and epoxy resin.

Figure 7. Electrical energy capacity of the state-of-the-art CubeSats. The ARAMIS prototypes with
the embedded battery tiles are indicated in blue.
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3.2. Embedded Battery Tile Prototype Construction

The production cycle of the CFRP skins consists of a manual layup and autoclave
curing. Although traditional and consolidated techniques have been employed, the reduced
dimensions of the skins made the process technologically complex. An aluminum mold
was obtained by milling a solid aluminum panel (Figure 8a). The manual layup of the
prepregs was then performed, and the assembly of mold and prepregs was vacuum-bagged.
An autoclave cure cycle with a polymerization phase of 90 min at 120 °C was set up, with
thermal ramps of 3 °C per minute. The milling of the aluminum panels left circular traces
on the mold, that have been also imparted to the CFRP skins (as shown within the red
circle in Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. CFRP skins manufacturing: (a) aluminum mould for inner and outer skins, (b) tool traces
on the outer skins, (c) fiber alignment defect in the outer skins. Mould approximate dimensions: 220
× 100 × 15 mm. Skin sides length scale: 100 mm, thickness: 0.23 mm.

Dimensional checks have been performed on the skins. Their dimensions are within
the tolerance of 0.1 mm, although some defects were noticed. The angle of the fibers has
slight deviations of up to 1° from the nominal angle of±45°. Figure 8c shows the alignment
defect with red lines following the fabric. This defect can be caused by the distortion im-
posed to the prepreg with the manual layup operation. An undesired cylindrical curvature
was noticed in the central section of the skins (Figure 8b) and has been verified with a
laser displacement acquisition system. Skins thickness was measured with an ultrasonic
thickness gauge, and the mean thickness for all the skins was found to be 0.23 mm.

Figure 8. CFRP skins manufacturing: (a) aluminum mold for inner and outer skins; (b) tool traces
on the outer skins; (c) fiber alignment defect in the outer skins. Mold approximate dimensions:
220 × 100 × 15 mm. Skin sides length scale: 100 mm, thickness: 0.23 mm.

Dimensional checks have been performed on the skins. Their dimensions are within
the tolerance of 0.1 mm, although some defects were noticed. The angle of the fibers has
slight deviations of up to 1° from the nominal angle of±45°. Figure 8c shows the alignment
defect with red lines following the fabric. This defect can be caused by the distortion
imposed on the prepreg with the manual layup operation. An undesired cylindrical
curvature was noticed in the central section of the skins (Figure 8b) and has been verified
with a laser displacement acquisition system. The skins’ thickness was measured with
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an ultrasonic thickness gauge, and the mean thickness for all the skins was found to be
0.23 mm.

The prototype assembly sequence is shown in Figure 9. First, the PCBs and the CFRP
skins have been glued to form the inner and outer assemblies (Figure 6b). The inner
assembly prototype is shown in Figure 9a. The gluing has been made with the Elan-tech®

ADH 971.961 epoxy adhesive. The polymerizations were performed at room temperature.
Then, the batteries terminals were soldered to the inner PCB connections pads (Figure 9b).
The batteries’ protection circuits, wrapped in the orange kapton tape in the figure, were
not removed for electrical security reasons. The TermoPasty® thermal conductive paste
H was spread on the surfaces of the batteries in contact with the Inner Skin (Figure 9c).
Then, a commercial silicone adhesive was applied to the sides of the batteries (Figure 9d)
as a structural joint. The same silicone adhesive was applied to the inner skin stiffeners
to join the inner and outer assemblies. Finally, the subassemblies were mounted on the
commercial CubeSat frame to ensure the mechanical compatibility of the whole spacecraft
(Figure 9e).
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Figure 9. Embedded battery tile prototype assembly sequence: (a) bonding of the Inner PCB to the
Inner Skin with epoxy resin, (b) soldering of the LiPo batteries terminals to the connection pads of
the Inner PCB , (c) application of the thermal conductive paste on the batteries, (d) gluing of the Inner
Assembly to the Outer Assembly, (e) polymerization of the siliconic adhesive with the subassemblies
mounted on the commercial CubeSat frame.

The prototype assembly sequence is shown in Figure 9. First, the PCBs and the CFRP
skins have been glued to form the Inner and Outer Assemblies (Figure 6b). The Inner Assembly
prototype is shown in Figure 9a. The gluing has been made with the Elan-tech® ADH 971.961
epoxy adhesive. The polymerizations have been done at room temperature. Then the batteries
terminals have been soldered to the Inner PCB connections pads (Figure 9b). The batteries
protection circuits, wrapped in the orange kapton tape in the figure, have not been removed
for electrical security reasons. The TermoPasty® thermal conductive paste H has been spread
on the surfaces of the batteries in contact with the Inner Skin (Figure 9c). Then, a commercial
silicone adhesive has been applied to the sides of the batteries (Figure 9d) as a structural joint.
The same silicone adhesive has been applied to the Inner Skin stiffeners to join the Inner and

Figure 9. Embedded battery tile prototype assembly sequence: (a) bonding of the inner PCB to
the inner skin with epoxy resin; (b) the soldering of the LiPo batteries terminals to the connection
pads of the inner PCB; (c) application of the thermal conductive paste on the batteries; (d) gluing of
the inner assembly to the outer assembly; and (e) polymerization of the siliconic adhesive with the
subassemblies mounted on the commercial CubeSat frame.
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The final results of the assembly procedure are shown in Figure 10. The prototype is
shown in Figure 10a. The measured thickness of the tile from the plane of the rails (Figure 1a) is
5.37 mm. This thickness does not include the solar cells. For the CAD model, the thickness is
5.24 mm, comparable to the real case. Accounting for the glued solar cells with their electrical
connectors (shown in yellow in Figures 2c and 6b), the CAD model has a protrusion of 5.87 mm
from the plane of the rails. The aforementioned CubeSat mechanical requirement 3.2.3 ([2] (p. 9))
on the maximum protrusion of the tile from the plane of the rails is thus met.
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from the plane of the rails. The above mentioned CubeSat mechanical requirement 3.2.3 ([2] (p.
9)), on the maximum protrusion of the tile from the plane of the rails, is thus met.

For the structural mass ratio, it has been shown that the use of CFRP can reduce the 1U
primary structure mass to 104.5 g [9] (p. 9). If the maximum total mass for a 1U is considered,
1.33 kg [2] (p. 9), the structural mass ratio is 7.8%. For the proposed multifunctional smart
tile, the total mass of the tile is 79.2 g (Figure 10a) and the single battery mass is 8.9 g
(mBATT , Figure 10c). If the mass of the solar cells, 2.3 g, is added, a total mass of 83.8 g
is found. To be conservative, a value of 85 g is adopted (mBATT TILE). The mass of the
aluminum skeleton is 87.2 g (https://www.isispace.nl/product/1-unit-cubesat-structure/,
accessed on 12 August 2022) (mSKEL). The mass of other ARAMIS PCB tiles is 16.9 g, that is
rounded to 17 g to be conservative (mPCB TILE). This leads to the following extreme cases of
Structural Mass Ratios (SMRs):

Figure 10. Final result of the assembly procedure: (a) complete embedded battery tile prototype;
(b) prototype fit check with the commercial frame; and (c) the prototype underwent mass breakdown
by components.

For the structural mass ratio, it has been shown that the use of CFRP can reduce the 1U
primary structure mass to 104.5 g [9] (p. 9). If the maximum total mass for a 1U is considered,
1.33 kg [2] (p. 9), the structural mass ratio is 7.8%. For the proposed multifunctional smart
tile, the total mass of the tile is 79.2 g (Figure 10a) and the single battery mass is 8.9 g
(mBATT , Figure 10c). If the mass of the solar cells, 2.3 g, is added, a total mass of 83.8 g
is found. To be conservative, a value of 85 g is adopted (mBATT TILE). The mass of the
aluminum skeleton is 87.2 g (https://www.isispace.nl/product/1-unit-cubesat-structure/,
accessed on 12 August 2022) (mSKEL). The mass of other ARAMIS PCB tiles is 16.9 g, that is
rounded to 17 g to be conservative (mPCB TILE). This leads to the following extreme cases of
structural mass ratios (SMRs):

• One embedded battery tile and five PCB tiles (N = 1, M = 5):

SMR = N·(mBATT TILE−nBATT mBATT)+M·mPCB TILE+mSKEL
mMAX

=

= 1·(85−4·8.9)+5·17+87.2
1330 = 16.7%

(17)

https://www.isispace.nl/product/1-unit-cubesat-structure/
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• Six embedded battery tiles (N = 6, M = 0):

SMR = N·(mBATT TILE−nBATT mBATT)+M·mPCB TILE+mSKEL
mMAX

=

= 6·(85−4·8.9)+87.2
1330 = 28.8%

(18)

where mMAX is the aforementioned maximum mass for a 1U CubeSat and nBATT is the
number of batteries in the embedded battery tile. These values are major than the mass
ratio of the CFRP primary structure found in the literature of 7.8% [9] (p. 9). However, the
proposed structure includes multifunctional aspects that are not included in the literature
example. This implies that functional materials such as copper are employed, with a
considerably higher mass density with respect to CFRP, and they must be added to the
structural mass since they are part of the CubeSat structure.

The total mass of the prototype, including solar cells (85 g), can be compared with
equivalent commercial systems having a comparable architecture. The Crystalspace P1U
module (https://www.cubesatshop.com/product/crystalspace-p1u-vasik/, accessed on 8
September 2023) provides a power supply, with a mass of 80 g and an electrical power stor-
age of 11 Wh (slightly superior to the prototype energy of 7.12 Wh). To compare this mass
with the mass of the prototype, the mass of a solar panel assembly must be added, for exam-
ple, the SM-SP1Z 1U Cubesat Z Solar Panel (https://satsearch.co/products/npcspacemind-
sm-sp1z, accessed on 8 September 2023) (24 g). The mass of this assembly (104 g) is superior
to the mass of the prototype that has similar performance, although commercial equipment
is generally at higher development stages (in this example, the power storage module is
flight-proven). Moreover, the proposed prototype has the advantages of saving internal
volume for the payload and of providing more protection and containment to the batteries.

Finally, a fit check was performed to ensure the mechanical compatibility of the
prototype with the commercial CubeSat frame (Figure 10b). The total measured mass of
79.2 g (Figure 10a), broken down by components, is represented in Figure 10c. From the
point of view of the mass, the design can be considered effective, since the batteries make
up 45% of the total mass. The outer PCB and the inner PCB, that make up 21% and 19% of
the total mass, respectively, should also be considered as part of the structure, since they
contribute in some measure to the overall rigidity of the tile.

4. Embedded Battery Tile Modal Testing

The experimental modal analysis of the embedded battery tile prototype is evidently
challenging for the small dimensions (Figures 6 and 8) and mass of the system (Figure 10),
with the inner skin weighing only 3.0 g. It has been performed to verify the suitability of
the components’ manufacturing processes and of the assembly sequence (Section 3.2). In
addition, the compatibility with several launch vehicles has been verified [26–28].

Section 4.1 outlines what motivated the choice of the experimental setup and describes
it in detail, and Section 4.2 describes the search for adequate locations on the samples
for actuators, which proved to be a critical aspect. Section 4.3 describes the established
experimental procedure, and finally, Section 4.4 illustrates the main results.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The excitation of the structural samples must not alter the dynamics of the sample
itself. For this reason, a careful selection of the excitation method has been made [29]
(pp. 174–194). Miniaturized piezoelectric actuators were chosen thanks to their low mass
and the consequent low level of interference. A scanning laservibrometer was chosen as a
transducer, totally avoiding any contact with the sample. The complete setup is shown in
Figure 11.

https://www.cubesatshop.com/product/crystalspace-p1u-vasik/
https://satsearch.co/products/npcspacemind-sm-sp1z
https://satsearch.co/products/npcspacemind-sm-sp1z
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 11. Experimental setup for the modal analysis: (a) complete schematic of the setup;
(b) piezoelectric actuator glued on aluminum panel; (c) testing frame and target; and (d) complete
physical layout.

A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 11a. The piezoelectric actuator is a custom-
made PI Ceramic PRYY+0412. It has an outer diameter of 10 mm, a thickness of 0.2 mm,
and silver electrodes (Figure 11b). The actuator’s active material is a PIC255 ceramic
piezoelectric material that belongs to the family of lead zirconate titanate (PZT). The first
resonance frequency of the piezoelectric actuators is well above the expected frequency
range of interest of the targets. The actuators were glued at room temperature to the targets
with a cyanoacrylate commercial glue. To avoid any interference due to uncertainties in the
boundary conditions, the target is suspended with a fixing system to the testing frame to
obtain a condition that is as close as possible to the perfectly free condition (Figure 11c).

The testing frame’s first resonance frequency is outside of the expected frequency
range of interest of the targets. The testing frame firmly clamped on the working table.
The laservibrometer is a Polytec PSV500 scanning vibrometer (Figure 11d). The scanning
head generates a laser beam whose wavelength is 633 nm and is mounted on a tripod. The
tripod has been positioned to have a horizontal laser beam that hits the target. The front
end is connected to a laptop and allows the setting of the experiment parameters and the
postprocessing of the results.

Various components and configurations for the fixing system have been tested. Com-
mercial rubber bands, cable ties, and tailor’s treads were employed. Figures 11c and 12
depict the final configurations for each target. The fixing system was not employed for the
CFRP skins due to their reduced mass (3.3 g for the outer skin and 3.0 for the inner skin, as
shown in Figure 12a). The constraint is given by the electrical cables of the piezoelectric
actuator. The tailor’s tread was selected for the experimental setup of PCBs (Figure 12b)
and of the entire tile. In these cases, the soldering between the electrical cables and the
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piezoelectric actuator could not withstand the mass of the samples. Cable ties and rubber
bands were chosen for the aluminum panel (Figure 11c).

(a) (b)
Figure 12. Fixing system for the outer skin (a) and for the inner PCB (b). Laservibrometer scan points
are shown in red.

4.2. Design of Experiment—Actuator Locations

A critical aspect of the experimental setup is the location of the piezoelectric actuators
on the targets. This location must be carefully chosen to obtain an acceptable level of
excitation of the first and the second free–free modes of the targets at least. Thus, a
preliminary investigation was made. For each target, the set of possible actuator positions
was chosen based on the first three mode shapes. All possible configurations were tested
with an MSC NASTRAN SOL 111 frequency response model. An analogy between the
piezoelectric effect and the thermal effect was exploited [30] to model the excitation of
the actuators.

As an example, the outer skin case is presented (Figure 13). The first three structural
modes are identified with a linear modal analysis and free boundary conditions. The
eigenfrequencies and the mode shapes are shown, respectively, in Table 2 and Figure 13a.

Table 2. Outer skin eigenfrequencies for free boundary conditions.

Mode Frequency
[-] [Hz]

7 81.407
8 104.99
9 242.8

Given the mode shape symmetry, two configurations were considered (Figure 13b). For
configuration 1, the actuator is on the central, flat portion of the skin, while in configuration
2, the actuator is on the rib of the skin. The SOL 111 analysis was performed on the outer
skin model to choose the best experimental configuration. The excitation voltage in this
case has a constant amplitude from 0 Hz to 600 Hz. For the results, the nodes depicted in
Figure 13c were considered. The results are shown in Figure 14. With configuration 1, it is
very difficult to appreciate mode 7, while modes 8 and 9 are much more excited and are
thus well visible. The results for configuration 2 instead indicate that all three modes 7–9
are well excited, but to a level which is slightly inferior to the one of modes 8 and 9 for
configuration 1. However, configuration 2 is chosen as the best experimental configuration.
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The printed circuit boards have been treated in a similar manner. From a mechanical
point of view, PCBs are a laminate composed of several layers of Flame Retardant-4 (FR-4)
and copper. The FR-4 is approximated as an isotropic material, although it may have
randomly dispersed glass fibers in a matrix of epoxy resin. The lamination for the PCBs is
taken from the electronic board project files developed with the Altium Designer (6.0 in
2005) software.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13. Design of the experiment to evaluate different actuator locations for the outer skin:
(a) shapes of modes 7–9 for free–free boundary conditions; (b) possible configurations of the piezo-
electric actuator; and (c) NASTRAN nodes considered for the frequency–response analysis.
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Figure 14. Results of the frequency–response analysis for the two possible configurations for the
outer skin. The plots show the magnitude of the velocity orthogonal to the plane of the skin, as a
function of the excitation frequency for each node.

4.3. Test Procedure

The experimental setup described above has been exploited to determine the mechan-
ical characteristics of the tile components and to determine their modal properties. As a
preliminary step, a verification of the chosen experimental procedure with an aluminum
panel (Figure 11b–d) was performed. Once the procedure was found to be valid, the
tile components were analyzed and finally the entire tile was analyzed. The steps of the
experimental procedure are the following:

1. Correction of the mass density. The mass of each component has been measured
and the density of the component in the numerical model was corrected to match
the measured density. For the tile model, the mass of the epoxy and siliconic resin
was neglected since the difference between the experimental mass and the numerical
model mass (only due to the components) is below 10%;

2. Correction of mechanical properties—a linear modal analysis (SOL 103) was per-
formed with the numerical models of the components. The modal analysis is con-
ducted with free boundary conditions. The mechanical properties of the materials, i.e.,
aluminum, FR-4, copper, and CFRP were corrected to match the eigenfrequencies with
the experimental data from the laser vibrometer, taking into account the correction of
the mass density. For the complete tile model, the mechanical properties of the LiPo
batteries were corrected to match with the experimental data;

3. Extraction of the experimental and numerical modes. For each component, the
data from the relevant modes (at most the first five modes) were collected from the
experimental and numerical results;
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4. AutoMAC of experimental and numerical modes. To verify the correctness of the
experimental measurements and of the numerical analyses, for each sample, an
autoMAC was performed on the experimental modes and on the SOL 103 modes;

5. CrossMAC between experimental and numerical modes. Once the autoMAC step
was completed, a crossMAC was performed between the experimental and the SOL
103 data [31];

6. Comparison between experimental and numerical frequency response spectra (SOL
111). Finally, a comparison between the experimental response spectra and the nu-
merical spectra was performed. For the frequency response numerical analysis, the
voltage input is the experimental voltage input given to the piezoelectric actuators.
The numerical analysis considers the electrical cables of the piezoelectric actuator and
not the tailor’s tread of the fixing system. The modal dampings of each target have
been extracted from experimental data. The mean spectra are considered, i.e., the
arithmetic averages of spectra at each measurement point.

4.4. Results and Discussion

The application of the experimental procedure described above led to the materials’
mechanical properties given in Table 3. These properties allow the correlation with the
experimental data in terms of components and complete tile eigenfrequencies, modal
shapes, and frequency response spectra, as shown in the present section.

Table 3. Materials’ mechanical properties used in the FEM analyses allow the correlation with the
experimental results.

Material E ν G ρ
(GPa) (-) (GPa) (g/cm3)

Aluminum 62.00 0.300 23.850 2.72

FR-4 7.50 0.300 2.880 1.80

Copper 110.00 0.300 42.310 8.93

Equivalent
battery material 0.10 0.300 0.038 2.50

E11 = E22 ν12 G12 ρ
(GPa) (-) (GPa) (g/cm3)

CFRP 28.00 0.044 2.000 1.54

The properties for CFRP are in line with common woven CFRP materials [32,33]. For
the batteries, the mechanical properties are found by matching the modal analyses results
with the experimental results and the entity of the Young’s modulus is compatible with
previous studies [34] (p. 316).

The comparison between experimental and SOL 103 eigenfrequencies for the tile
components is given in Table 4, where the relative difference ∆ is given in percentage in the
rightmost column. The corresponding crossMAC analysis results are given in Figure 15.

For the inner skin, the correlation between the experimental and numerical eigenfre-
quencies is acceptable. The crossMAC analysis (Figure 15a) confirms the correspondence
between the numerical and experimental mode shapes. For the outer skin, while exper-
imental modes 1–3 have a good correspondence with the numerical modes in terms of
eigenfrequencies, the experimental mode at 84.25 Hz has no clear correspondence with
the numerical modes. This is due to the interference of the piezoelectric actuator cables
(Figure 12a), which induce a constraint that is not considered in the free–free numerical
analysis. The mode appears in the mean frequency response spectra (Figure 16b) that takes
into account the constraint. The crossMAC analysis (Figure 15b) could find an acceptable
match between the experimental and numerical mode shapes just for modes 1 and 2.
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Table 4. Eigenfrequencies for tile components: comparison between experimental and numerical
SOL 103 results.

Component Mode Frequency ∆∆∆

Experimental SOL 103
(-) (Hz) (%)

1 61.13 64.09 4.9
Inner

skin 2 80.50 81.02 0.6

3 160.75 166.03 3.3

1 58.25 55.42 5.1
2 69.50 72.29 4.0

Outer
skin U1 84.25 - -

3 163.88 166.32 1.5
4 195.63 - -

1 271.00 298.52 10.2
2 428.38 397.12 7.9

Inner
PCB 3 675.00 544.92 23.9

4 762.63 754.32 1.1
5 772.13 766.83 0.7

1 168.75 219.47 30.1
2 292.25 293.71 0.5

Outer
PCB 3 484.13 438.24 10.5

4 500.00 535.04 7.0
5 585.13 607.28 3.8

For the inner PCB, the eigenfrequencies (Table 4) show a good correlation between
experimental and numerical data, except for mode 3. This may be due to the fixing system
of the experimental setup. The tailor’s tread, in this case, exploits a through hole near
the center of the PCB (Figure 12b), that is, the maximum displacement point of the third
modal shape. The experimental mode frequency is then altered, although the correlation
between the experimental and the numerical modal shapes is acceptable with a crossMAC
of 98% (Figure 15c). For the outer PCB, the linear modal analysis reveals a good correlation
between the eigenfrequencies with the experimental data, except for the first mode. This
again may be due to the interference from the fixing system. The explanation is the same
as in the inner PCB case. The fixing system has interfered with the first modal shape and
thus the experimental eigenfrequency is rather different, although the modal shapes have a
crossMAC of 99% (Figure 15d).

The crossMAC (Figure 15d) reveals that there is no correlation between the experimen-
tal mode shape 3 and the numerical mode shape 3.

The mean frequency response spectra for the tile prototype components are presented
in Figure 16. For the inner skin (Figure 16a), the experimental data show a considerable
noise below 20 Hz. The first mode is reproduced in the FEM result with acceptable
precision. The second mode is visible in the experimental spectrum while it is not visible in
the numerical analysis due to the piezoelectric actuator location. In the case of the outer
skin (Figure 16b), the experimental data show much noise below 50 Hz. The amplitudes for
modes 1 and 2 are much higher than for the numerical data obtained with the experimental
voltage input. For the PCBs (Figure 16c,d), the results exhibit considerable noise below
100 Hz. The Inner PCB spectra (Figure 16c) reflect the discrepancy between the experimental
and numerical eigenfrequencies of the third mode (Table 4). Similarly, the outer PCB spectra
(Figure 16d) reflect the discrepancy between the first experimental and the first numerical
eigenfrequency, as shown in Table 4. This is due to the absence of the tailor’s tread in the
SOL 111 simulation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 15. Modal assurance criterion (crossMAC) for the tile prototype components: (a) inner skin;
(b) outer skin; (c) inner PCB; and (d) outer PCB.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 16. Mean frequency response spectra for the tile prototype components: (a) inner skin;
(b) outer skin; (c) inner PCB; and (d) outer PCB.
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The structural modes for the complete tile prototype are shown in Figure 17. The
upper row shows the experimental modes and the lower row shows the correspondent
SOL 103 modes. The FEM eigenfrequencies (Table 5) have a good compatibility with the
experimental frequencies, up to the third mode. The discrepancies for the fourth and fifth
modes can be due to inaccuracies in the assembly procedure and approximations in the
FEM model; however, the FEM model is considered acceptable.

Table 5. Eigenfrequencies for the complete tile prototype: comparison between experimental and
numerical results.

Mode Frequency ∆∆∆

Experimental SOL 103
(-) (Hz) (%)

1 460.78 507.94 10.2
2 814.53 748.68 8.8
3 953.13 1015.80 6.6
4 1319.22 1080.20 22.1
5 1439.22 1138.00 26.5

Figure 17. Structural mode visualizations for the complete tile prototype. Left: mode 7; center: mode
8; right: mode 9. Upper row: experimental modes; lower row: FEM modes.

The crossMAC between the experimental and numerical data (Figure 18a) gives an
acceptable match just for the first and the second mode. Thus, the eigenfrequency match for
the third mode (Table 5) should be considered with caution. The mean spectra (Figure 18b)
show good correspondence just for the first and the second mode. There is a remarkable
component of experimental noise below 200 Hz.

In conclusion, although just the first and the second mode have acceptable results, the
results of the complete tile analysis are considered acceptable. In fact, usually the launch
vehicle requirements are given just on the first eigenfrequencies. The modal characteristics
of the tile prototype are compatible with the Vega [26] (pp. 4–3, 4–4), Ariane 6 [27] (p. 4–4),
Falcon 9 and Heavy [28] (p. 17) launch vehicle requirements.
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(a) (b)
Figure 18. Results for the complete tile prototype: (a) crossMAC; and (b) mean frequency response
spectra.

5. Conclusions

The present work aims to develop the current CubeSats architecture from the typi-
cal “cube structure with a stack of circuit boards inside” [4] (p. 7). The concepts of the
CubeSat volumetric efficiency (Section 2.1) and the amplitude of the payload design space
(Section 2.2) are introduced and the methods for their quantification in the CubeSats pre-
liminary design phase are developed. In Table 1, it is shown that the CubeSat volumetric
increment can reach 36.97% with the use of six smart tiles that have the same volumetric
efficiency of the embedded battery tile prototype. It is shown that the multifunctional
smart tiles approach is advantageous from these points of view. The advantage is major
for the smaller form factors 1U and 2U with respect to the bigger form factors 3U and
6U. The structural mass ratio of the 1U CubeSat (Section 3.2) varies with the smart tiles
configuration and is shown to be between 16.7% and 28.8%.

The design of an innovative 1U CubeSat smart tile, employing lightweight, composite
materials in multifunctional structures was performed (Section 3.1). The construction
of the prototype (Section 3.2) proved that the design is technologically feasible with a
traditional autoclave curing of CFRP commercial prepregs, although CFRP components are
miniaturized and ultrathin.

A new experimental procedure for the modal testing of miniaturized, ultralight,
and ultrathin CubeSat components has been defined (Section 4.1). The test procedure and
experimental setup proved suitable for the modal testing of miniaturized CFRP components,
printed circuit boards, and smart tiles, up to a minimum mass of 3.0 g and a minimum
thickness of 0.23 mm. The results for the entire embedded battery tile (Section 4.4) showed
a good correlation between the experimental results and the numerical results for the first
and the second eigenmodes. The modal characteristics of the prototype are compatible with
the Vega [26], the Ariane 6 [27], the Falcon 9, and the Falcon Heavy [28] launch vehicles.
Therefore, the proposed design for the embedded battery tile is adequate from the point of
view of the modal behavior.

In conclusion, the results of the present work for the embedded battery tile are en-
couraging, and the employment of multifunctional structures and lightweight, composite
materials is shown to be advantageous for nanosatellites. CubeSat designers may benefit
this type of space structures either by adopting smaller form factors, thus saving launch
costs with the same mission objectives, or by designing more sophisticated missions, able
to reach more ambitious and complex mission objectives saving a significant amount of
volume and mass for the payload.

Finally, the applications of the presented results on structural batteries are promising
for future electric or fuel cell aircrafts. The proposed embedded battery tile design could
be adapted to fit into the wing structures of electric aircrafts. The requirements may be
significantly different, but the design philosophy would be the same. Structural batteries
can be beneficial to uninhabited aircrafts but also to inhabited aircrafts [35,36].
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